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A low-pro�le, conjoined and yet decoupled two-monopole design for Wi-Fi 6E notebook applications is presented. �e single
monopole antenna has a small size of 4mm× 18.7mm.�e antenna is composed of a two-branched monopole with two shorting
inductors for producing the 5GHz (5150–5825MHz) and 6GHz (5925–7125MHz) bands, and an inductor loaded at one branch
end and connecting to a tuning portion for 2.4 GHz (2400–2484MHz) operation. Two symmetrical monopoles are further
conjoined by a chip inductor that connects the open ends of the tuning portions, forming a compact footprint of 4mm× 38.4mm
for the two-notebook antenna design. With the use of the decoupling inductor and a proper two-monopole arrangement,
acceptable isolation and a low envelop correlation coe�cient (ECC) can be attained.

1. Introduction

In 2020, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
opened up the additional spectrum in the 6GHz band for
unlicensed use [1]. �is new 6GHz (5925–7125MHz) band
consists of up to 1200MHz bandwidth for providing faster
wireless speeds and lower-latency services. Wireless devices
able to operate in this new 6GHz band are dubbed “Wi-Fi
6E” devices [2] to be di�erentiated from the present Wi-Fi 6
(IEEE 802.11ax) devices, which only cover the 2.4GHz
(2400–2484MHz) and 5GHz (5150–5825MHz) wireless
local area network (WLAN) bands.With the biggest upgrade
in 20 years, multi-Gbps connections are foreseen in the
immediate future and are on par with �fth-generation (5G)
communications [3].

For the notebook industry, it has become very much in
demand that the antennas can function in the 2.4/5/6GHz
multiple bands to meet Wi-Fi 6E speci�cations. A few new
antenna designs have recently been reported as Wi-Fi 6E-
ready antennas [4–6].�ese antennas not only need to cover
the 5150–7125MHz range in the upper band but keep a low
pro�le to �t into the narrow-bezel width (typically less than
5mm [7]) of the notebook display. Additionally, to save

precious design space within devices, two antenna elements
are required to be placed in the vicinity, in which antenna
separation is usually less than a quarter wavelength in free
space [8].

However, closely-packed antenna elements in the same
frequency bands usually su�er from high mutual coupling,
which degrades the RF sensitivity of the multiantenna
system. Numerous decoupling methods have been studied in
the literature [9–25]. One often-seen decoupling method is
to introduce an additional coupling path between the an-
tennas to counter the original coupling by adding the res-
onant structure [9–11].

For the design without any decoupling resonant struc-
ture [12–14], the capacitive loads [12, 13] are tapped on the
shorting strips of the inverted-F antennas (IFAs); however,
the separation distance of 9mm in [12] is too large for
achieving only the 2.4GHz band. Also, the addition of the
branch strips to the original IFAs in [14] for inductive and
capacitive coupling cancellation increases the total antenna
design size, which is not favorable to notebook antenna
design. Another method without introducing the resonant
structure between the antennas is to design the decoupling
network on the antenna/system ground plane [15, 16]. �e
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methodology is usually involved with complex formulas,
scattering matrices, transmission line theory, etc. (e main
concern with the decoupling network is that it occupies too
much board space for practical applications in mobile
phones and notebook computers.

For the antennas without any separation, the mode-
cancellation technique has been introduced to the conjoined
antennas [6, 17] and the antenna pairs reported in [18–22].
(ese works mainly utilize two resonant modes of similar
magnitudes but 180-degree out-of-phase currents on the
coupled antenna or shared radiator. (e decoupling analysis
using the common and differential modes of cancellation is
popularly practiced in these studies [19, 21, 22]. Another
simple yet effective method is to directly connect two an-
tennas with a decoupling inductor [23–25]. (e location of
the inductor is loaded between the open ends of the antennas
[23, 24] or around [26]. In this case, the chip inductor and
antenna spacing (considered a distributed capacitor) form a
band-stop circuit to reduce the coupling between the an-
tennas. In addition, depending on the decoupling of which
antenna frequency bands, the lower the decoupled antenna
frequencies, the larger the inductance required.

Inthispaper,basedontheprevioussingle-antennadesignin
[4] and the use of the decoupling chip inductor [23–25], a
compact and yet decoupled two-monopole design forWi-Fi 6E
notebooks is proposed.(e two identical branchedmonopoles
are conjoined with the 5/6GHz strips set face-to-face and
connected by a decoupling inductor. (e design occupies a
compact footprint of 4mm× 38.4mm. Acceptable low cou-
pling with S21<– 13dB and good radiation performance with
low envelop correlation coefficient (ECC) over the 2.4 and 5/
6GHz bands are also attained. (e proposed prototype was
analyzedinsimulationandverifiedbymeasurement.(edesign
details are described and discussed in the following sections.

2. Proposed, Conjoined Monopole Antennas

Figure 1(a) shows the geometry of the proposed conjoined
monopoles located above the display ground plate of size
182mm× 315mm for 14-inch notebooks. (e design is
constructed on a 0.8-mm-thin, FR4 substrate (εr � 4.4 and
tanδ � 0.02) of size 4mm× 38.4mm and placed 15mm from
the top-right point of the ground plate.(is 15mm keep-out
zone, not for antenna placement, is designated for me-
chanical assembly structures. A prototype photo is presented
in Figure 1(b), in which a large, 70mm× 50mm copper tape
was used to ground the design and also helped alleviate the
unwanted leakage currents of the antenna cables during
measurement [26].

(e proposed design is composed of two identical
monopoles (Ant1 and Ant2) arranged face-to-face with a
1mm spacing between them. (e single monopole (Ant1)
comprises a two-branched monopole with two shorting
inductors (L1, L2) and a chip inductor (L3) loaded to the end
of the monopole and further connecting to a tuning portion.
(e resonant paths of 8.9–9mm from the feed port to the
open ends with similar lengths (4.9–5mm) of the two ra-
diating branches correspond to a 0.18-free-space wavelength
at 6GHz. Additionally, two inductors (L1, L2), located 1mm

to the port, short-circuit the monopole for better matching
over the 5150–7125MHz frequency range.

A third chip inductor (L3) of large inductance, which is
loaded at one end of the monopole, interconnects the
monopole and the tuning portion.(is inductor provides an
extra, lower-band resonant path for 2.4GHz operation
without much affecting the 5/6GHz bands. In this case, the
monopole can be fine-tuned using this tuning portion to
cover the 2400–2484MHz frequency range. (e preferred
parameters are obtained with the aid of Ansys HFSS, an
electromagnetic solver [27].

A chip inductor (L7) for antenna decoupling is further
employed to conjoin the two monopoles (Ant1 and Ant2).
Because of the small spacing (1mm) between themonopoles,
large capacitive coupling occurs, similar to a distributed
capacitor. It is known that the currents are at their minimum
at the end of the 0.25-wavelength monopole. When the chip
inductor is loaded into the current-null region, the 0.25-
wavelength resonant mode is not much affected. In this case,
the chip inductor provides an additional current path, whose
length is determined by the inductor values. (e loaded
inductor and the spacing between the two-monopole ends
form an L/C parallel band-stop circuit. (e band-stop fre-
quencies can be adjusted by the inductance with fixed ca-
pacitance (spacing between the open ends). Accordingly, the
antenna port-to-port signals are filtered, resulting in lower
coupling between Ant1 and Ant2.

In addition, there exist two possible arrangements for
Ant1 and Ant2, namely the 5/6GHz resonant strips face-to-
face and 2.4GHz resonant strips (tuning portions) face-to-
face [see insets in Figures 2(a) and 2(b)]. (e simulated
reflection and transmission coefficients for the two cases are
studied in Figure 3. (e dimensions of these cases are all the
same, but the inductance of the L7 varies depending on
decoupling which frequency bands. Both cases show a good
impedance bandwidth with reflection coefficients (S11 for
Ant1, S22 for Ant2) below −7.3 dB, which is acceptable for
industrial notebook-antenna designs. However, the trans-
mission coefficient (S21 between two antenna ports) for the
reference [see Figure 2(b)] in the 5/6GHz bands is lower than
−9 dB only, compared with that for the proposed design in
Figure 2(b). In fact, the proposed arrangement with 5/6GHz
resonant strips face-to-face leads to a lower transmission
coefficient (lower than −13 dB) in all the bands of interest. It is
noteworthy that a much larger inductance is required to de-
couple the lower band (L7� 91 nH for the 2.4GHz band) [24]
than the upper band (L7� 8.2 nH for the 5/6GHz bands).

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 3(a) shows themeasured and simulated reflection and
transmission coefficients for the proposed conjoined
monopoles. (e measured curves are plotted in the dashed
lines. (e targeted 2.4, 5, and new 6GHz bands are all
marked by the shaded frequency ranges. Two 130mm co-
axial cables were used for feeding the monopoles through a
gap of 1mm [see Figure 1(b)]. (e experimental results
generally agree with the simulation. (e discrepancies are
owing to the fabrication tolerance and the cables in the
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Figure 1: (a) Geometry of the conjoined MIMO antennas for Wi-Fi 6E notebooks. (b) Photo of a fabricated prototype.
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Figure 2: Simulated reflection and transmission coefficients S11 for Ant1, S22 for Ant2, and S21 between two ports for (a) the proposed (5/
6GHz resonant strips face-to-face) with L7� 8.2 nH and (b) the reference (2.4GHz resonant strips face-to-face) with L7� 91 nH.
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Figure 3: (a) Measured and simulated reflection and transmission coefficients; L1, L2, L4, L5� 5.6 nH, L3� L6�18 nH, L7� 8.2 nH. (b)(e
simulated surface current distribution of Ant1 excited at 2445 and 6140MHz.
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Figure 4: Continued.
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measurement. With an impedance better than −7.3 dB, the
reflection coefficients cover all frequency bands of interest
for 2.4/5/6GHz operation. (e transmission coefficients are
lower than −16 and −13 dB in the 2.4 and 5/6GHz bands.

Figure 3(b) presents the simulated current distribution of
Ant1 excited at 2445 and 6140MHz. For the lower-band ex-
citation at 2445MHz, stronger surface currents are found on
Ant1, the right side of the conjoined design, and also the
portionbelowthe2.4GHz strip (tuningportion)on thedisplay
ground (corresponding image currents).As for theupperband
at 6140MHz, larger currents aredistributedon the two-branch
monopole of An1 with fewer currents on the tuning portion.

(ecorresponding image currents are also seen rightbelow the
two-branch monopole. (ese properties suggest that the an-
tenna coupling between the two conjoined monopoles has
been alleviated by the use of the decoupling chip inductor (L7).

(e radiation characteristics were verified at the MVG
SATIMO SG 24, which has amultiprobe array and tests the
spectrum up to 10GHz [28]. Figures 4(a)–4(d) plots the
measured and simulated 2-D radiation patterns in the E-
total field at 2445 and 6140MHz, the central frequencies,
respectively, for the 2.4 and 5/6GHz bands. From our
empirical test results on actual notebooks, the E-total gain
patterns, instead of separate polarization in Eθ and Eφ fields,
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Figure 4: Measured 2-D radiation patterns (E-total) at 2445 and 6140MHz. (a) Ant1. (b) Ant2.
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can determine the data throughput performance. It is be-
cause, in the real multipath environment, both polarization
coexist. (e omnidirectional and near-omnidirectional
patterns can be observed in the x-y and y-z planes in the

2.4GHz band. For 5/6GHz operation, less radiation is seen
in the elevation planes toward the +z direction.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the corresponding, 3-D
radiation patterns at 2445 and 6140MHz for Ant1 and Ant2.
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Figure 5: Simulated 3-D radiation patterns for the proposed design. (a) Ant1. (b) Ant2.
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Table 1: Comparison of the proposed design and other cited works [9–25]. λ is the free-space wavelength at the lowest frequency in the
designed frequency band. Isolation is the largest value (worst case) over all the obtained bands.

Ref. Frequency band (GHz) Size (λ) Spacing (mm) Isolation (dB) Decoupling method Applications
[9] 2.4/5 0.06× 0.37 14.4 (0.11−λ) 15 Resonant structure N.A.
[10] 2.4/5 0.04× 0.32 1.6 (0.013−λ) 15 Resonant structure Notebook
[11] 2.4/5 0.04× 0.30 2 (0.016−λ) 16 Resonant structure Notebook
[12] 2.4 0.08× 0.34 9 (0.072−λ) 16 Two-port S matrix Phone
[13] 2.11–2.17 0.07× 0.38 6.6 (0.043−λ) 17 Multi-port S matrix Phone
[14] 3.3–3.8 0.15× 0.46 2 (0.033−λ) 20 Equivalent circuit model for LC couplings Phone
[15] 1.88–1.92 0.13× 0.19 4.6 (0.029−λ) 25 Decoupling network N.A.
[16] 2.4/5 0.09× 0.37 4 (0.032−λ) 21 Decoupling matching network N.A.
[17] 2.4.5 0.04× 0.32 0 16 Dipole/monopole mode cancellation Notebook
[18] 3.3–5.0 0.05× 0.38 0 16 1.0−/1.5−λ loop mode cancellation Notebook
[19] 3.4–4.2 0.09× 0.34 0 10 CM/DM cancellation Phone
[20] 3.3–3.5 0.05× 0.38 0 13 0.5−/1.0−λ loop mode cancellation Notebook
[21] 3.4–3.6 0.07× 0.18 0 10 CM/DM cancellation Phone
[22] 5/6 0.28× 0.40∗ 0 20 CM/DM cancellation N.A.
[23] 3.4–3.8 0.05× 0.23 1 (0.012−λ) 16 Parallel L/C band-stop circuit tablet
[24] 2.4/5 0.04× 0.33 1 (0.008−λ) 17 Parallel L/C band-stop circuit Notebook
[25] 3.4–3.6 0.04× 0.46 1 (0.012−λ) 11 Parallel L/C band-stop circuit Phone
Proposed 2.4/5/6 0.03× 0.32 1 (0.008−λ) 13 Parallel L/C band-stop circuit Notebook
N. A, not available. ∗ patch antenna with 4mm air spacing above the ground plane.
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(e 3-D radiation characteristics correspond to the 2-D
patterns in each plane as studied in Figure 4. (e antenna
efficiency and peak antenna gain were measured (figures not
presented for brevity), and the antenna mismatch and cable
loss were all taken into account in the measurement. For
Ant1 over the 2.4 and 5/6GHz bands, the peak gain is in the
range of 1.4–1.7 and 2.2–5.3 dBi with an antenna efficiency
larger than 27% and 59%, respectively. As for Ant2, the gain
is about 1.0–1.2 and 2.8–6.1 dBi with efficiency greater than
27% and 56% in the lower and upper bands.

(e measured and simulated envelope correlation co-
efficients (ECC) between two monopoles are shown in
Figure 6. (is figure of merit is based on the calculations of
the two complex far fields [29] in the uniform multipath
surroundings [30] and reflects the similarity between the
radiation characteristics of the two antennas. Results for low
ECC less than 0.49 and 0.02, respectively, over the 2.4 and 5/
6GHz bands are obtained in this work. Notice that for
mobile devices, an ECC less than 0.5 [31, 32] is regarded as a
low value for good antenna diversity gain.

Finally, a comparison table (see Table 1) for the proposed
work and other cited papers is also provided in this section.
Notice that isolation is a positive value and the negative
value of the transmission coefficient [30]. Several key aspects
are tabulated, including the designed frequency band, an-
tenna size and spacing, isolation, decoupling method, and
wireless device applications. Notice that for a fair com-
parison, the electrical length in λ, which represents the free-
space wavelength at the lowest frequency in the designed
band (see column title 2 in Table 1), is used for antenna size
and spacing. Compared with the same WLAN designs
[9–12, 16, 17, 22, 24], the proposed antenna can cover the
new 6GHz band for 2.4/5/6 GHz Wi-Fi 6E operation and
also offers a smaller antenna size. Moreover, this work does
not require additional space between the antennas [9–16] or
any board space on the antenna/system ground [15, 16].
Although a 1mm antenna spacing is needed for the chip
inductor in this design, the design footprint is smaller than
those studies with no separation between the antennas
[17–22]. As far as the authors are concerned, the proposed
design has the lowest profile (0.03−λ) and yet covers more
antenna bands (2.4/5/6GHz) among WLAN notebook an-
tennas and others shown in Table 1.

4. Conclusion

A printed, conjoined two-monopole design covering the
present 2.4/5GHz and the new 6GHz WLAN bands for
narrow-bezel, Wi-Fi 6E notebook applications has been
introduced. (e two-antenna footprint occupies a compact
size of 4mm× 38.4mm with a low profile of about 0.03−λ at
2.4GHz.(e design uses two two-branched monopoles with
shorting inductors for producing the 5150–7125MHz
wideband range. (e lower-band resonance for 2.4GHz
operation is obtained by the low-pass, matching inductor
that connects to the tuning portion. (e two monopoles are
further conjoined with the 5/6GHz strips set face-to-face
and connected by a decoupling inductor. Acceptable low
coupling with S21<– 13 dB and good radiation performance

with low ECC over the 2.4 and 5/6GHz bands are also
attained.
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(e single antenna [2] used to support the findings of this
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